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WELCOME
Can you believe we’re already in the second quarter of  2021? The year 2020 is in the rearview mirror and the 
country can move more freely as restrictions are lifted. I know we all wanted to meet in person for Convention 
but when we had to make the decision, we could not predict what would be happening in September. But we did 
know that many of  you—including our supplier members—had taken a hard hit financially and we did not want to 
add to that stress with travel cost. So we are bringing Convention to you in the comfort of  your home, studio with 
employees, Airbnb with friends, or anyplace that you find the best fit for you. We encourage you to make plans to 
gather with others safely and create the connections that this association is known for. You have the biggest support network within the CCSA, and 
we want you to take advantage of  that any opportunity that you can. I can only imagine what the reunions will be like in St. Charles, Missouri, in 
September 2022. So register today at www.ccsa2021.com and connect with others on Chatter and start making those plans.
 Please welcome Vicki De Werth to the CCSA Board of Directors. Vicki (who owns Art on Fire in Peoria, Arizona) will start serving on the board in 
September following Convention and we are grateful for her commitment to the CCSA and for volunteering to serve. We will have three positions open 
in 2022 and we would love for you to consider serving on the board. I encourage you to review the qualifications and commitment to run for the 
board and reach out to current board members or to me and ask questions. If  you feel called to serve, prepare in advance and make sure you meet 
the qualifications when you submit your application. Because we did not have three people to fill the positions for 2021, the current board has asked 
Tracy Schultz to extend her service for another year. We are grateful for her dedication to the CCSA to continue to move it forward. We are also grateful 
to Bethany Pepper, Allie Nottingham, and Nell Wertz, who have served on the board for the past three years. As they struggled in their own business 
through COVID, they continued to make the CCSA Board a priority and fulfill their commitment to the members they serve.
 Tracy and I started Check in and Chats on Mondays at 1 pm EST in March 2020 to connect and support the members through COVID. The calls 
have been a huge success, so we have continued those and we would love for you to join us. You can find the schedule for the calls along with the top-
ics in the CCSA Newsletter that comes out on the 1st of the month and in posts on Chatter and by email. 
See you soon though one of  our events.

 Dena Pearlman
 Executive Director

When I began this letter, I wasn’t sure what to write about. Is it that things are starting to open up again? Is it that 
CCSA members have been strong and resilient through this difficult time? Is it that our annual convention planning 
is well under way? Each of  these is too important and exciting not to include them all.
 People are getting vaccinated and the CDC as well as individual states are easing restrictions on mask wearing. No matter what your phi-
losophy is on mask wearing or vaccinations, we can all agree this is welcome news. How are you preparing for this latest change? I have talked 
to many studio owners who are struggling with how to get the “right” message across to their customers. Do we write an email that explains our 
procedures? Do we place “Welcome back” signs on our doors to joyously greet our long-overdue customers or do we just hope they will come? I 
have always been a firm believer that hope is not a strategy. Get a plan in place, be precise and forthright with what your current procedures are, 
and be sure to follow that plan. Send emails announcing your latest events and classes and how you will safely do them this summer. Let them 
know it is time to come back and begin to color our world again! As an example, I am hosting an “over the rainbow” event with rolling times for 
customers to paint rainbows and get a discount for every rainbow they paint or place on their pottery pieces. You can create an event of  your own 
to help jumpstart the return of  customers to the place they have been missing this past year!
 Our CCSA members should be very proud of  the tenacity and perseverance they have shown during a trying time. Pat yourself  on the back 
for the journey you are making to the other side of  this. Look for the rainbow. Look for the good that has come to you, your studio, and your fam-
ily. It is there—just open up to the possibilities that now face us and BE READY! 
 Now, Convention. Let’s just say, it is sad that Convention must be virtual again. I am not happy. CCSA is not happy. Our suppliers and members 
are not happy. But it’s our Convention and we all need what it has to offer to lift us up and carry us through. CCSA, along with the suppliers, have 
worked very hard to offer members the next best thing. The “virtual convention” made its debut for CCSA last year and the overall feeling was “It’s 
not in person, but it was great!” We got so much positive feedback, and we took to heart the feedback that presented opportunities for improve-
ment and made those changes as well. Please join us this year and be a part of  the recovery process on the other side of  this pandemic.
 I think that the 2022 convention tag line should be “Hug Fest” because that’s what will happen when we can all be together again! Thank you for your 
continued support of the CCSA and please know that we are always looking for creative and enthusiastic members to volunteer for and give back to CCSA!

Tracy Schultz
CCSA Board President
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COVID-19:

MESSAGES OF 
SUPPORT FROM 
SUPPLIERS

Trending Tuesday
THE SILVER LINING

Welcome to a recap of Trending Tuesday (or 
#TT). For the past six months our Chatter Face-
book group has been the epicenter of Trending 
Tuesday: discussions, successes, flops, ques-
tions, and deliberations. 
      It’s no secret that when you post on 
Instagram (IG) or Facebook (FB), your organic 
reach (a post without paying to be boosted) 
is seen by an average of  only 6% of  your fol-
lowers. Trending Tuesday is all about creating 
trending topics that will increase the number 
of  people—your audience—who see your 
post. When the same hashtags are posted on 
the same day, by many different pages, it tells IG and FB, “Hey! A lot of  
people are posting these hashtags, so it must be something people will 
want to see!” A trending hashtag boosts the visibility and reach of  your 
post, PLUS it helps all of  the other pages posting the same hashtags. 
Bottom line: the more members who post the #TT hashtags, the 
greater ALL of  our visibility will be.
      We’re hearing from members that they’re getting more comfort-
able with their #TT posts and often seeing good results. But that is 
also the caveat: nothing is a sure thing in social media. One month’s 
#TT may have significantly higher views than another month. And that 
is to be expected. But what we do know is that consistency is key. Ac-
tive participation will continue to build your audience and your reach.
 “I’ve posted 10 reels so far and have reached 3,300+ people on 
my most popular one. The Father’s Day reel was seen by almost 2,000 
people which is awesome!” Julie Papas, ClayNation, Glen Cove, New York
 “Regular posts and videos do ‘just okay’ for us. We are really work-
ing on that as it’s not as consistent as it should be. I have found that 
when my staff post a regular video or reel without hashtags or with really 
limited tags, we get around 300 views. Compare that to the two Trending 
Tuesday posts (Easter and Father’s Day) that I posted with the hashtags. 
Those have between 1,200 and 1,500 views! I have just started keeping 
a spreadsheet so I can track website traffic increases, which I noticed 
happen on the Tuesday and Wednesday after the #TT post went live.” 
Felica Tortorici, All Fired Up, Redding, California
 “I do seem to get better reach and engagement when I post 
videos as opposed to a still photo, especially when I post videos of  
new inventory. I’m not 100% sure how to read analytics, but I do seem 
to get more comments and shares on posts that contain video content. 
When I get 800 views, I think that’s good! I need to track my results 
better. I’m not as technologically savvy as some, but I try. And my goal 
is to never stop trying new things and ways to market and promote 
PYOP!” Patti Forte, Fahrenheit Ceramic Studio, Pitman, New Jersey
 “I’ve really enjoyed the simplicity of  them as it’s not something I 

Y
By Hillary Moulliet, CCSA Member Engagement Manager

You’ve seen the images, asked some questions, read through the conversations. On the specified Tuesdays, you posted a video (a reel? 
a movie?) on your Instagram and Facebook pages, with graphics and hashtags. You had some great visibility once or twice, but then 
you’ve also questioned the really low reach some months. What is this madness? 

take the time to do on my own. It is so easy 
(now!) to copy, paste, and post. I love it! 
They’ve definitely gotten attention!” Johnanna 
Sanfilippo, Claytopia, Erie, Pennsylvania
 As we go into the fall, we’ve built some 
great #TT momentum! How do you prepare? 
The monthly newsletter will always give you a 
sneak peek into that month’s theme and im-
age. A reminder will be posted in the FB group 
the week before #TT with the hashtags and 
links to the images and reel. (The reel is cre-
ated without sound. You add the music when 
you post it on IG.) Mark your calendars for the 

remaining #TTs of  2021: July 20, August 17, September 21, October 
19, November 16, and December 21. e



REMEMBER, SOCIAL TIME REMEMBER, SOCIAL TIME 
CAN’T BE ALL BUSINESS! CAN’T BE ALL BUSINESS! 

DON’T FORGET YOUR DON’T FORGET YOUR 
SOCIAL CIRCLE, EVEN IF SOCIAL CIRCLE, EVEN IF 
YOUR SOCIAL CIRCLE IS YOUR SOCIAL CIRCLE IS 
COFFEE WITH A FRIEND.COFFEE WITH A FRIEND.

KILN KILN 
GODDESS GODDESS 
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C
Be wary of  joining a Facebook group with 
local business owners. First, you’re generally 
not meeting face-to-face. Also, the members 
of  the group may not serve you or your busi-
ness well. Often these groups develop into 
an online selling space, 
pushing their goods or 
services. You may also 
want to avoid the so-called 
“lead generator” groups 
where members simply re-
fer their friends and other 
businesspeople to each 
other as “leads.” This type 
of  group fits a specific type of  business, and it 
will likely not get people in your door. 
      Chamber of  Commerce: Towns and smaller 
cities often have an active membership with 
events and opportunities that benefit all 
members. Joining the chamber can present 
an opportunity to promote yourself  and your 

Staying Connected
By Hillary Moulliet, CCSA Member Engagement Manager

COVID has been a reminder of the importance of connecting with people and how we feel 
when those opportunities aren’t there. We’ve adapted with Zoom calls and FaceTime, but it’s 
those real in-person connections we all miss! As we head into a busy time of year, it’s still so 
important to make time for connecting with people OUTSIDE of your business. 

BUSINESS SENSE

business to other area business owners, 
and can possibly help get people in your 
door. Larger-scale chambers in big cities and 
metropolitan areas can also be beneficial but 
may pose challenges in finding your place or 

making connections.
      Consider starting your 
own local group! When it’s 
your group, you can set 
the parameters: the maxi-
mum number of  people, 
the kinds of  businesses, 
when and where you meet, 
and expectations. Small 

groups can be powerful tools when you have 
active participants. 
      As this issue goes to press, the CCSA is in 
the planning stages of  creating Mastermind 
groups. Of  course, they’re not in-person 
gatherings, but you’ll be joining a group 
of  your peers for regular online check-ins, 

discussions, and 
support. There will 
be several groups to 
choose from (busi-
ness growth, expan-
sion, online sales 
growth, and more) 
and it will entail a 
six-month commit-
ment. Details are still 
being worked out, so 
stay tuned for more 
information soon! 
      Remember, social 
time can’t be all busi-
ness! Don’t forget 
your social circle, 
even if  your social 
circle is coffee with 
a friend. The time 
spent with friends 
and family is worth 
its weight in gold. e

Sometimes, I’m out of  ideas.
 A customer wants to do a project for 
a Mother’s Day/Father’s Day/Thanksgiving 
plate, “but something different,” and I have 
no ideas. Nothing. N O T H I N G. Different? 
It isn’t in the pipeline. All I’ve got is the 
usual handprint flowers/grill flames/turkeys. 
Something different? Not available.
 And sometimes I have ALL THE IDEAS. 
I mean, you see this vase? Let me give you 
seven hundred and forty-nine ways to paint 
this vase. Also you can pick green or blue. 
Your choice! I have GOT YOU for this vase.
 The next day, I may not have any ideas 
for that vase. I won’t even come up with 
blue or green. I’d be stuck on…teal.
 Because my brain isn’t always on, 
and sometimes it needs a boost. It needs 
someone ELSE to have the ideas. We all 
need this.
 You know where I’m going with this: 
This is why I need the CCSA. This is why I 
need Convention.
 Yep, Convention is going to be differ-
ent again this year…but SO IS EVERY-
THING ELSE. Still. And with a year under 
their belts, the folks in charge will have a 
better idea of  how Convention will work. 
The great part? So will we.
 I don’t know about you, but I tried 
to “do” Convention from my studio last 
year. That didn’t work. I was trying to be 
in my studio and be at Convention at the 
same time and I didn’t get out of  it what I 
wanted.
 This year, I’m getting together with 
friends and LEAVING my studio so I can GO 
to where I can pay attention to what I need 
to pay attention to: Me. Oh, and Conven-
tion. But mainly me.
 Because Convention is for me. And 
you (and you and you and you). For you to 
connect with people who do what you do 
for a living. For you to find that spark you 
need or provide that spark for someone 
else who needs it. It’s for us, and right now 
it sounds like a GREAT idea.
 And next year, we’ll ALL be back 
together. e





expression, as opposed to perfection?
      Sponge walls have their own 
hashtag on Instagram and the 
aesthetic has been showing up on 
textiles and wallpaper. These aren’t 
the sponged walls from years ago 
that used a big sea sponge. Instead, 
the trend focuses on simple, repeti-
tive patterns using the long edge of  
a rectangular sponge. Found objects 
like sponges, bottle caps, clothespins, 
and others provide simple shapes 
that can be repeated, clustered, or 
layered to create an abstract design.

COTTAGECORE
While simple in itself, this trend is 
not easily described in one word. So 
here are several. Old is new. A focus 

on nature, crafts, simple 
living, rustic objects, and 
nostalgia. You’ve seen it 
in everything from home 
decor and fashion to out-
door spaces, gardening, 
floral patterns on dresses 
and dinnerware. It’s a 
little bohemian in the An-
thropologie sense of  the 
word. Think botanicals, 
greenery, vintage recipe 
cards, canning, baking, 
gardening, picnics.
      One of  the easiest 
ways to tackle this trend 
is to use silkscreens. Try 
botanical, vegetable, and 
fruit silkscreens to easily 
create designs that can 
be used in coloring book 
pottery or as a loose 
outline on top of  a color-

TEXTURE
There is so much interesting texture 
in design on everything from vases to 
pillow covers. Humble white vases get 
a little love with a textured surface. 
Accentuate a textured bisque piece 
with antiquing: apply color all over 
a shape, then wipe off some of  the 
color, allowing the glaze to stay in 
recessed areas. Use a product like 
Sculpting Medium on a planter, then 
add glaze colors on top to create 
simple designs or a wash of  color 
to enhance the texture. Cobblestone 
glazes are also perfect for creating 
texture. Cactus can look extra funky 
with a textured surface. 

ABSTRACT ART
This trend is easy for 
painters of  all ages! 
Use the watercolor 
technique to create a 
soft background, add 
bold shapes of  color 
with a brush, then 
splatter paint in one or 

multiple colors depending 
on the base design. Using 
a single color on a white 
background gives the look 
of  folk art or minimalist 
design. How fun would 
it be to create a splatter 

zone or abstract art night 
where people get to paint for 
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T
By Crista Toler, Mayco, Studio Market Coordinator

These days there are so many options about what is trending that it can be a little overwhelming. On top of  that, how do you incorporate 
trends into inspiration for your customers? I thought it would be fun to look at a few trends and share ideas on how to make these using 
simple techniques. Some are as basic as using unique glazes, while others allow you to experiment with new decorating tools.

TREND FLASH

Trendy Techniques: How to Use 
Techniques to Incorporate Trends
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ful background. Use a writer bottle 
to create white patterns on top of  a 
solid-color shape to evoke the look 
of  vintage serveware. Vintage Pyrex, 
anyone?

CONTRASTING DESIGNS
Have you seen the pieces that feature 
black-and-white repetitive designs 
such as citrus fruits or butterflies 
topped off with gorgeous bold drippy 
glaze from the rim of  a bowl, mug, 
or vase? The stark contrast really 
makes the flowy bold colors pop. Use 
stamps, silkscreens, or decals/trans-
fers to create a simple black-and-
white pattern, then let bright colors 
drip from the rim.

DOTS AND DASHES
It doesn’t get much simpler than dots and dashes! 
A basic design of  large leaves or a grouping of  
citrus painted on a piece gets a big pop when you 
add dashes, dots, lines, and squiggles. Use eras-
ers, choppy brushstrokes, stamps, or writer bottles 
to apply accents to the overall piece.

MIXED PRINTS
Combine a few different techniques to create a 
mixed print. You’ll see these on clothing, vintage 
kantha fabric, and dinnerware. Create floral design 
on one section of  a plate. Then use paintbrushes 
of  varying sizes to create a plaid or gingham 
pattern. Add a little splatter paint to bring it all 
together. Not only is it great for a bright summery 
project, but you could also use it in the fall and 
winter. Change the flowers to pumpkins and leaves 
or holiday-themed designs.

 When you see a trend, think 
about how you can make it even more 
fun to translate the trend onto pottery 
by imagining the techniques you can 
use, not just the colors. Glaze layer-
ing, dots, silkscreens, stamps, found 
objects. and watercolor can work to-
gether or separately to deliver beautiful 
results! Do what you love. Love what 
you do. e
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one-on-one. See the convention website for more information.
       Tickets are $385 for CCSA members and $125 for staff. Your Con-
vention Package includes access to all classes and speakers, handouts, 
the Remo social space, social hours, and the CCSA Swag Box.* You’ll 
also have access to all classes, workshops, and resources online for 
one year (through August 2022). This year’s event features so many 
LIVE speakers, classes, supplier interaction, and social opportunities 
that the biggest benefits of  Convention happen during Convention, and 
admission to Convention will not be available for purchase afterward 
like in years past. Register now at www.CCSA2021.com. Registration 
closes at noon on Tuesday, September 14, 2021. e

 *CCSA Swag Boxes will ship mid-August (whether you registered 
May 19 or August 1). All attendees, including staff, will receive a Swag 
Box. You will not receive a Swag Box if  you register after midnight on 
August 1, 2021. 

Let’s start with the classes. You’ve likely seen a few posts on Chat-
ter with teachers introducing their classes and offering a sneak peek 
into what you’ll learn. We have a whopping 46 classes this year: 31 
business classes and 15 technique classes, including four guest 
speakers teaching nine different classes. There are more live classes 
this year—20 classes will be taught live on Monday and Tuesday. Of  
course you can’t take them all in a three-day stretch, so that’s one of  
the benefits of  our online event: you have one year to watch and learn 
(repeatedly!).
       The CCSA understands that to our members, “convention” is 
synonymous with “connection.” This year’s event will allow for plenty of  
time to meet up online. We also encourage you to consider a meet-up 
with members in your area/region for a Convention retreat! Why not 
rent an Airbnb or stay in a local hotel? Maybe create a theme for your 
group? Awards will be given! Stay tuned…
       Exhibitors will have live sessions to showcase their product on 
Sunday. There will also be opportunities for you to connect with them, 

Planning for Convention
By Hillary Moulliet, CCSA Member Engagement Manager

AAs we go to print it’s early June, and since the last issue we’ve made big strides! From classes and speakers to swag and entertainment, 
it’s all coming together. And there’s still so much more to do as we put together this amazing event for you!

STUDIO SPECIAL
See the digital See the digital 

edition to edition to 

download a helpful download a helpful 

Convention Convention 

Planning Guide!Planning Guide!

http://www.CCSA2021.com
www.ccsaonline2021.com
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Owner Sherry Hancuff had been wanting to expand for quite some time 
and the impact of  the pandemic led to a vacant space next to hers. 
She is going from 1200 square feet to 3000. Isn’t that every studio’s 
dream? Sherry works a full-time job and has the studio as part of  her 
retirement plan. She hopes the added space will allow her to increase 
her volume overall and allow for more offsite and 
camps in the studio. She will now have two party 
rooms.
      One of  the coolest parts of  this studio spotlight is 
that fellow studio owner and friend Dawn Rasmussen, 
of  Patch’s Playhouse in Denver, North Carolina, drove 
three hours to Sherry’s studio to help her brainstorm 
more ideas for the new space. Everyone needs a 
studio friend like that! Sherry and Dawn live in the 
same state and talk often to help each other succeed 
in their business. Having an ally who understands 
your triumphs and struggles makes this crazy ride of  
owning a studio less stressful and more fun. Dawn 
jumped right in and helped her paint, remove a water 
fountain in an awkward place, and then bought her 
flooring as a “new studio” welcome gift. They spent 
three days brainstorming how to best use the space 
and she got her hands dirty and helped do the work, 
too!
      Sherry’s main goal was to obtain more space and 
she will slowly make the cosmetic improvements to her 
studio as time and money allow. This spotlight shows 

Pottery Camp, Clayton, North Carolina
By Tracy Schultz, Ceramics For You, Gurnee, Illinois

II love to visit studios! I love seeing what out-of-the box idea someone else came up with that solves a problem I may be having in my 
studio. This magazine feature is meant for just that: to highlight a studio that has made drastic changes or even just a small change that 
has improved the overall flow. This month we are spotlighting Pottery Camp in Clayton, North Carolina.

STUDIO SPOTLIGHT

that you don’t have to reinvent the wheel to move, and that it may be more 
important just to jump in and get things going in a bigger space. She has 
toned down the colors a bit to leave room for even more creativity in the 
future. Congratulations to Sherry on the new space, and here’s hoping it is 
filled with painting customers every day! e
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Employees. The fact of the matter 
is that you simply cannot be in your 
business all the time, and even if  you 
are, you really, truly cannot do all the 
things. So how do you use your em-
ployees as a resource to ensure that 
your customers are getting the best of  
what your business has to offer even 
when you’re not there? Train them well 
on the basics of what it takes to create 
a project that looks good and how to 
guide customers to stick to the tried-
and-true as well. The reality is that cus-
tomers who have the know-how don’t 
tend to ask for help. The ones who do 
ask are generally beginners, so their 
projects should be, too. Sometimes 
this means we must guide customers 
away from trying to copy the design 
they saw on the internet or help them 
take the vision in their head and rein it 
in to a doable design. When we provide 
the tools and instruction to help a 
customer create something they really 
love, we create a customer for life. 
Even better, we create a customer who will tell everyone they know about 
the amazing time they had and the awesome piece they created! 
 Tools. Stocking up on easy-to-use tools like sea sponges, tape, 
lace, stickers, and silk screens is imperative, but is only one piece of the 
puzzle. If  your employees can’t teach customers how to use these tools, 
or don’t take the initiative to help them BEFORE they get started on their 
project, these tools can become more of a recipe for disaster than a 
resource. Take the time instead to train your employees on how to use 
the tools you offer. Plan a staff meeting, get a case of 6-inch tiles, and 
teach them how to use the tools you carry. Then give them another tile 
and have them pair off and reteach each other so they have a chance to 
role-play giving instruction. Remember to make mistakes on purpose so 
you can practice how to fix them. 
 Samples. I cannot stress this enough: Keep it simple! Sample 
pieces are most useful when your least-talented customer can success-
fully copy them under the manageable guidance of your employees. 
And, conversely, overly complicated samples that you think are serving 
to impress customers may in fact be driving them away. If  most of your 

samples require a detailed class, they 
aren’t samples at all; they’re adver-
tisements for classes and should be 
marked as such. Have signage with 
messages such as “Love this? Join 
us on the 20th for a step-by-step 
workshop!” Manageable guidance is 
the key. Good samples do not require 
a class. On a busy day, if  a customer 
picks up a sample and says, “Can you 
help me make this?” the answer really 
should be, “Yes, I can!” Feel like you 
don’t have enough simple samples? 
The staff meeting mentioned previ-
ously is the perfect time to knock some 
out! Instead of working on tiles, create 
samples! 
 Suppliers and the CCSA. 
These are fabulous resources for 
employees and your walk-in customers. 
Suppliers offer lots of great project 
sheets and technique videos through 
their websites and social media. And 
the CCSA has partnered with a market-
ing company to produce instructional 

videos that you can have branded to your studio and share online. You 
can see all the videos available to you on the CCSA website at https://
www.ccsaonline.com/page/jupiter. If  you would like to have these custom-
ized to your studios, contact Jupiter Compass: https://jupitercompass.
com/ccsa/.
       These tools are a great way to help employees learn how to properly 
apply glaze, layer color, and do basic designs. Print technique sheets 
for your customers to use in the studio. Create cards that say, “Ask for 
Instruction Sheet,” and put them on samples where appropriate. Show 
customers how to access the CCSA’s technique videos on their phones so 
they can watch, learn, and try techniques on their own.
       Whatever you do, take some time to consider the importance of the 
walk-in customer’s experience. If  this is an area you haven’t put much 
thought into compared to the time invested in planning classes and 
events, perhaps it’s time to even out the scales. We’re so fortunate in this 
industry that there are so many resources available. Put them to use to 
help train your employees and guide your customers so they keep want-
ing to come back for more! e

Back to Basics
By Lisa Feltz, Marketing & Sales Director, Bisque Imports

HHow much time and energy do you put into planning classes, events, and camps? I’m going to guess your answer is “a lot!” These things make 
up a decent percentage of sales, so that makes sense. But how much time and energy are you putting into walk-in customers? Walk-ins typically 
make up a greater percentage of overall sales and have the greatest ability to generate word-of-mouth marketing (FREE!), and yet they often 
get the least amount of focused planning. Perhaps this is because it seems easier to plan the things you can control. In the other areas we can 
plan the project, make a sample, write a lesson plan, market the project, run a targeted ad, and so on. How can you do this with walk-ins? You’re 
right—you can’t. But that doesn’t mean you can’t control their experience in other, manageable ways. This is where resources come in! 

RESOURCES

https://jupitercompass.com/ccsa/
https://www.ccsaonline.com/page/jupiter
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consider many things, including the cost, the number of  times you 
meet, and the coach’s credentials. Are you looking for financial growth, 
customer service help, or help with policies and procedures? They 

should ask you LOTS of  questions about what you 
are hoping to achieve. In my case, her background 
in retail was helpful. You should ask for references, 
and they should be more than willing to offer 
them. (They may have to ask for permission, but 
they should be willing to share names of  current 
and past clients.) You can also ask your friends 
if  they’ve worked with a coach. You can check 

online but be mindful of  paid ads for placement. There are also online 
directories of  trained coaches, such as IPECCoaching.com, which lists 
coaches who have received specific training. You can also check the 
website of  the International Coaching Federation. Because “coach-
ing” isn’t regulated and has no licensing requirement, people can call 
themselves a coach without actually having any training. So ask about a 
coach’s experience and do your due diligence before you begin. You’ll 
have much to gain if  you find a good coach. e

Once I started working with my coach, I saw my business immediately 
improve. We focused on specific areas I wanted to target, and instead 
of  being overwhelmed by everything I needed to do, she gave me the 
outside perspective to break tasks into things I 
could accomplish. I saw results within three months; 
in fact, over two years I had sales increases of  at 
least $5000 a month compared to the year before, 
and in many months the increase was more.
       This continued from March 2018 until March 
2020. COVID-19, of course, changed everything. We 
were shut down, she was homeschooling four children, 
and we stopped working with each other. In January 2021 I told her I was 
ready to start coaching again. We began meeting in earnest but once 
again let the stress and strain of the ongoing pandemic stop our regular 
schedule. It wasn’t until after spring break that I realized how I needed that 
accountability in my life to keep me, and my business, on track.
       Even during our year of  not working together, the foundations and 
plans that she had helped me formulate continued to serve me. I was 
better able to come out of  the pandemic because of  how she and I had 
worked together before it began. We also have a friendship, 
and we celebrate her successes and mine. 
       When I work with my coach, I work harder than I ever 
have. I also see results like I’ve never seen before. It’s 
called coaching because it is just like working with an athletic 
coach—you have a pair of  eyes on what you are doing, and 
a view of  how you could improve. How well you do depends 
somewhat on the coach but really depends on you—what you 
put into it is what you get out of  it. Sometimes it’s like having 
a personal trainer, because you are working on an individual 
goal and how you get there depends not just on having a plan, 
but also putting in the work. 
       A coach isn’t the same as a business consultant. A con-
sultant is going to give you directives and a strategy that has 
worked well for THEM. A coach is going to help you figure out 
what works for YOU. 
       My coach has nothing to do with the pottery world; in fact, 
I’ve had to teach her some things that are unique to our indus-
try to understand how I am different from her other coaching 
clients. But she also has an outside perspective that is helpful 
when I’m thinking of  things too much through a store-owner 
lens, and not enough through the customer’s gaze. She also 
helps me make decisions about how I work with employees, 
again giving me a different view of  what I’m working on. 
       If  you’re thinking of  hiring a business coach, you should 

Working with a Business Coach
By Julia McNair, Do*It*Yourself  Crafts, Homewood, Alabama

IIn January 2018, I decided to start working with a business coach. I had always been somewhat suspect of  “life coaches” because it just 
seemed ridiculous. But several things pointed me toward wanting to try it, including hearing it mentioned in a few books, and seeing how 
others are using coaches. Luckily I had a friend doing coaching, and she posted several times on Facebook about what she was doing. 
We were “summer at the pool/recognize each other at the grocery store/lots of  mutual friends” friends but had awareness of  each other. 
After a very busy but very chaotic Christmas season in 2017, I realized that if  the business was going to grow the way I wanted, I was 
going to need help. I reached out to her, and we clicked. 

STUDIO SPECIAL

WHEN I WORK WITH MY WHEN I WORK WITH MY 
COACH, I WORK HARDER COACH, I WORK HARDER 

THAN I EVER HAVE. I ALSO THAN I EVER HAVE. I ALSO 
SEE RESULTS LIKE I’VE SEE RESULTS LIKE I’VE 
NEVER SEEN BEFORE.NEVER SEEN BEFORE.
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WHAT DOES A CHAMBER OFFER TO SMALL BUSINESSES?
 Kate: A chamber is a small business’s biggest cheerleader. 
From a ribbon-cutting event to marketing their products and services, 
chambers champion the success of  a small business from the start. 
We recognize most small business owners spend most of  their day in 
the business versus out in the community. We are their voice for busi-
ness—in marketing, brand awareness, and advocacy—and do all we 
can to provide the owners and staff with the tools to start, grow, and 
succeed.
 Susan: Chambers offer opportunities to members to advertise 
online, host events, attend networking events, participate in festivals, 
classes, and more. To maximize your benefits, you need to participate. 
That way you put a name and story to your business, making it easier 
for other business owners to refer customers to you. It’s also an 

The Benefits of Your 
Chamber Benefits

BRANCHING OUT

D
Susan Bucci, The Painted Peacock, Greenville, North Carolina

Do you know what a chamber of  commerce does? Like a lot of  you, I had no idea how joining could help my business, but it has turned 
out to be one of  my best investments! To help other studios maximize the benefits of  being a chamber member, I spoke with Kate Teel, 
president of  the Greenville-Pitt County Chamber of  Commerce, and I’ve added my own thoughts about how being part of  the chamber 
has helped my business.

opportunity to meet other business owners who can empathize with 
your challenges and provide a different perspective. How can a small 
business maximize their chamber benefits?
 Kate: Look for opportunities like a leadership program or young 
professionals’ network, or serve on a committee or board. The more 
the chamber staff and others in the community know about you, your 
business practices, and what you contribute to the community, the 
stronger your brand will become. We always use local members to host 
events, create promotional items, and participate in our work.
 Susan: I try to take advantage of  as many opportunities as pos-
sible. I started by putting my studio in the local business directory—a 
simple way to link our website right into the community. Two years ago, 
I decided to invest in the Chamber Leadership Institute, which was 
costly, but I met amazing people and learned so much about what our 
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community offers. I made all my money back and 
more through team building activities booked 
directly with my classmates. We also completed a 
commissioned project for the current leadership 
institute as their graduation gifts.
      This past year, our chamber was truly there 
for small business, assisting in gathering appropri-
ate PPE, funding, advice—you name it, they were 
available. Once we rebuilt our business to adapt to 
our new normal, we held a very successful ribbon 
cutting to unveil our new structure. The chamber 
was promoting us left and right. It was amazing!
      I now serve on the board for our chamber 
and it’s amazing to see a city from the other 
side—how it sets goals and meets them with strategic planning, com-
munity partnerships, and lots of  creative thinking. I get to be a part of  
the team that helps guide our city’s future!

HOW CAN NETWORKING HELP MY STUDIO?
 Kate: Networking is one of the absolute best ways to connect with 
others in the community, as well as within the business community. While it 
can be intimidating to get started, you’ll be glad you did. Meeting others, 
sharing information about your business, and having discussions helps 
build your network more than you’d ever imagine. Chances are, you’ll meet 
people who already have a story about your business (“Oh, we love it 
there!”) and now they can put a name and a face together. Or they’ve never 
been but now they’re encouraged to come check it out for themselves.
 Susan: Deciding to attend networking events has been a real 
game changer in my marketing plan. Being in a smaller city, it’s crucial 
that I put a face and story to my business. It’s so much easier for other 

businesses to refer customers to us when they 
know who we are, what we do, and our mission.

WHAT TIPS DO YOU HAVE FOR A FIRST-
TIMER AT A NETWORKING EVENT?
 Kate: The buddy system—it sounds 
elementary, but it works. Going alone is hard, 
but having someone you are comfortable with 
helps. We also have a lot of  members who have 
business cards with a coupon on the back. It’s a 
great way to break the ice—hand them a card, 
introduce yourself, and let them know you’d love 
to have them come in to try it with a special dis-
count. Once you make a few connections, you’ll 

be amazed at how fast it spreads.
 Susan: For the longest time, I felt as if  I was somehow the lowest 
on the totem pole because my business was new and small compared 
to the big industry leaders. It kept me from talking to the big dogs 
in the room. Now I just remind myself  that every single person there 
makes mistakes, questions decisions, and doesn’t have all the an-
swers. Just find three seconds to walk up to someone and say hi. Also, 
networking events are not exclusively to sell—they’re a way to get to 
know other people and form relationships. 

ANYTHING ELSE TO ADD?
 Kate: Your chamber is your best friend. We are the community 
cheerleader, and we want nothing but success for you!
 Susan: You have to put in a little work to get started, but it’s work 
you should be doing anyway. Get your name and face out there. Meet other 
businesses and get involved in your community. You will not regret it! e

www.ccsa2021.com
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need to be limited just to choosing new bisque selection. It 
could be new glaze options, specialty event themes, class 
dates/times, and more.
 
2. GET YOUR AUDIENCE TO HELP WITH YOUR MAR-
KETING
Successful marketing means that you have converted your 
audience into paying customers. Something you posted 
about caught their interest and earned their trust and 
devotion to being your customer. So what better way to 
attract NEWER customers than through the word of  your 
new/existing customers? Some marketing/advertising 
content can come off as too sales-y, and as the person 
trying to sell that content, you don’t want to turn your 
audience off by it. 
      e Encourage customers to leave reviews. If  
you need to, add some type of incentive for them to do so. 
Positive words about your studio from the mouth of paying 
customers is practically free advertising for you, so take 
advantage of it. Get on Canva and create some graphic 
text posts with your customers’ reviews and your branded 
photos for your potential audience to find.
      e Encourage your customers to post and tag you 
in photos of their work once they’ve gotten it home. Show-
ing real-life scenarios of your product is another free way to 

market and build a portfolio of content to post.

3. VIDEO DOCUMENT THE WORK YOU DO
You do a lot of  work in the studio each day. Get a phone mount and 
record what you do! Make it a time-lapse, slo-mo, or boomerang and 
create some batch content to use later. Behind the scenes stuff like 
glazing and loading the kiln, sample painting, and unboxing new inven-
tory is a great way to show your audience all the work that goes into 
running your studio. If  you’re going to be doing this work already, might 
as well create some content to use in your marketing material while 
doing it! 
 By following these three simple things to do right now in relation to 
marketing your studio, you can create and accumulate content to have 
readily available to post—especially on days when you don’t know what 
to post! e

1. WORK SMARTER, NOT HARDER
Don’t put added work/pressure on yourself  to have the answers for 
everything. Instead, ASK YOUR AUDIENCE! After all, they are the ones 
you are marketing to, so why not let them in on the decision-making? 
This isn’t a new concept, but implementing some new ideas can create 
buzz and excitement from the people who are ultimately going to be 
spending their money in your studio.
 e Play a game of  this-or-that in your stories/posts. Customers 
will love being involved in your process of  ordering new inventory. Think 
about it—they are excited to see new pieces arriving on your shelves, 
but what if  they were the ones who helped make the decision for you to 
order them? By creating a poll in your stories, or asking for their feed-
back in posts, to choose their favorite between two pieces, you’re likely 
to get an outstanding amount of  engagement with people replying. Try 
this out before placing your next order!
 e Broaden the content of  your this-or-that polls. This doesn’t 

Three Simple Things 
to Market Your Business
By Lindsay Marr, PYOP Studio Strategist, Lindsay Marr Studio

WWith the additional work of  having to pivot your studio from in-studio to online during a pandemic and continuously monitor guidelines 
while going in and out of  lockdowns, you may understandably feel drained when it comes to creative and/or business-related decisions. 
Here are three simple things to do right now in relation to marketing your studio.

STUDIO SPECIAL



www.gare.com
https://www.facebook.com/GareInc/
https://www.instagram.com/gareinc/
https://www.youtube.com/user/GareInc
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So how do you make these little black-and-white squares work for you 
in your studio? 
 e Create a contactless “menu” for your studio. Do you have a list of  
offerings or a special price list for handprint art or for field trip programs? 
Create a QR code that links to fliers or specific pages hosted on your web-
site! Plenty of customers don’t want to ask a staff member and feel like 
they’re being sold to, but will happily scan a code to read the same infor-
mation. Make it easier to see clear pricing, options, and make a purchase. 
 e Show off techniques. Do you have painted technique samples 
in your studio? Print QR code stickers or posters with links to the CCSA 
technique videos or your own videos hosted on YouTube or your website. 
 e Share project sheets. Go paperless and share the step-by-step 
instruction sheets for projects from this magazine, Designing Dishes, 
CCSA project guides, or your favorite supplier, through a QR code! Make 
it easy for your customers to feel confident about their project without 
having to touch base with you for every step. This is also a great option 
for subscription boxes or to-go projects. 
 e Create an email signup or social media follow QR code. Get your cus-
tomers to immediately join your email list or follow you on Instagram by gener-
ating a code that will link them to your social profiles or an email landing page! 
 e Phone calls or messages. You can direct a QR code to a phone 
number for a call or SMS text message or to send a message through 
Facebook. Put this QR code on your door for contactless pickup or on 
your business card!
 e In print ads. Are you advertising in a local brochure or maga-
zine? Make the most of  your print ad and include a QR code to get cus-
tomers directly to your website or to complete your call to action! Include 
a coupon they can save to their phone, or collect their email.
 e On product packaging. Do you include basic pottery painting 
instructions in all your pottery-to-go packs? Or care cards on pickup? 
Save on printing costs by including a QR code to a pdf  or website version 
of  instructions instead.
 e Get feedback with emails. Include a QR code that will allow cus-
tomers to quickly send you an email with feedback about their experience 
in the studio.
 e Share your Wi-Fi. Allow your customers to connect to your guest 
Wi-Fi network without having to tell them the password. A QR code can 

QR Codes in Your Studio
TECH TALK: MODERN BUSINESS TOOLS FOR YOUR STUDIO

By Maegan Supple, The Pottery Stop, Ellicott City, Maryland

IIn the land of  COVID, QR codes have had a bit of  a renaissance in business lately. From paperless 
menus at restaurants to contactless payments everywhere to digital tickets for events and travel, 
these pixelated square codes are becoming more and more ubiquitous. QR codes (short for quick 
response codes) were invented in the mid-1990s as an alternative to barcodes that can hold more 
data, but they became more commonly used in the early 2010s as cell phones with cameras be-
came the norm. They were the next big thing to use in marketing. But customers had to first know 
what a QR code was and then download and use an app to scan it—those extra steps turned QR 
codes into more of  a novelty or fad. That started to change again when QR code scanning became 
a native part of  cell phone camera software; now all you have to do is open your phone camera, 
point it at a code, and magically you’ll be taken to the destination! Game. Changer. Now QR code 
scanning is accessible and easy to use for anyone with a smart phone!

be created that allows them to join the network automatically. 
 e Contactless payment. Some point-of-sale systems or payment 
processors like Clover or Square offer “Scan to Pay” codes that you can 
add to receipts or show on your POS screen for customers to pay at their 
table. Great for busy days when you only have one register or for studios 
with outdoor seating. Some POS providers even offer self-serve ordering 
tableside!
 e Get event signups. Having an event? Create a QR code link to 
your ticket or event signup page and place on bag stuffer fliers, post-
ers in the studio, or signage at checkout. Make your QR codes a visual 
salesperson and capture signups directly. Now customers don’t have to 
go to your website “later” (if  they remember!) and click around to find 
the event and signup—they can do it there and then!

If  any of  these uses inspire you, now is the time to join the QR code 
renaissance! Here are a few of  my favorite generators and tools. Most 
are free at the basic level, but offer a paid level with extra features like 
tracking and insights, branding with logo, and fancier frames and de-
signs. If  you find yourself  using QR codes often or want dynamic codes 
(where you can change the destination link without changing the code), 
I recommend upgrading!
 e QR Code Generator: https://www.qr-code-generator.com/ My 
personal go to, simple and effective.
 e QR Code Monkey: https://www.qrcode-monkey.com/ Some great 
customization options even on the free version.
 e Beaconstac: https://www.beaconstac.com/qr-code-generator 
This is part of  a bigger marketing platform based on geofencing and 
proximity with Bluetooth beacons. Their QR code generator is a great 
place to start exploring them!
 e Bit.ly: https://bitly.com/ While not really a QR code generator, I 
often use this link shortener with my QR codes, particularly in print mar-
keting. Creating a free account even gives you some basic insights and 
tracking of  your shortened links.
 e Rebrandly: https://rebrandly.com/ Similarly to Bit.ly, this will let 
you create shortened links, but also lets you brand them with a custom 
domain on the free version. You will need to purchase a custom domain 
for this, however. A QR code generator is also built into this service. e

https://www.qr-code-generator.com/
https://www.qrcode-monkey.com/
https://www.beaconstac.com/qr-code-generator
https://bitly.com/
https://rebrandly.com/
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The One With the Pivot
SERVICE WITH A SMILE

By Margaret Nevill, The Mad Platter, Columbia, South Carolina

What can you do to pivot your customer service to a new way of  busi-
ness? Let’s go back to where we all started. We in the PYOP industry 
have prided ourselves on the process of  creating a memory with our 
customers. Yes, we sell mugs and so does Target, but our studios pro-
vide the human experience that big-box stores lack. 
We are a smile in the sea of  faceless corporations.
 In my community I have seen through countless 
social media channels, in print, or by word of  mouth 
that people wish to support the locally owned busi-
nesses as much as they can. As business owners, we 
need to be able to provide that one-on-one custom-
er service to each customer. This may be through 
accepting walk-ins in our studio, or pottery to go for 
those who wish to continue creating at home. When we pivoted to include 
pottery to go, many of  us found an entirely new group of  customers. 
Taking away the to-go options may hurt us more than we know. When a 
customer views your store as putting profits over their well-being, you 
may lose them forever. Finding a happy medium that works for you both 
will be a win-win.
 As you pivot towards a new way of  business, remember to address 
the concerns of  your work family before you move forward. Be sure to 

RRemember that episode of  Friends where Ross yells to the others to PIVOT! the sofa up the stairs? I am here to tell you it is time to 
PIVOT! your customer service in a post-COVID society. Not all of  our communities are ready to be fully open, but we are all inching our 
way to a new normal.

ask how your staff is feeling about the future of  your changing opera-
tions. Encourage them with a positive outlook for how welcoming cus-
tomers back will be good for all. Be sure to address their concerns 
before increasing activity. Personally, I have only a few staff members 

who were with me prior to last March. I feel that I 
am reinventing the wheel in training new staff. How I 
did things in February of  2020 was vastly different 
from how I do things now, and that is okay. We are all 
learning something new.
         Set a checklist up for welcoming back those 
customers you may not have seen in a while. Make 
sure your website, search engines, and social media 
reflect how you are doing business now. If  you have 

an email list, send out an email letting customers know that you are open 
and ready to create a good memory. Do not overshare your cleaning 
procedures (we all should be cleaning at this point) or how bad last year 
was. Everyone had a crummy year. But you know what? This year is go-
ing to be great, so let’s be creative!
 If  there is anything that the show Friends taught us, it is that friends 
will stand with you no matter what. If  you are ready to welcome back your 
old and new friends, now is the time to act. e

WE IN THE PYOP WE IN THE PYOP 
INDUSTRY HAVE INDUSTRY HAVE 

PRIDED OURSELVES PRIDED OURSELVES 
ON THE PROCESS OF ON THE PROCESS OF 

CREATING A MEMORY CREATING A MEMORY 
WITH OUR CUSTOMERS.WITH OUR CUSTOMERS.



www.colorobbiaart.it
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with your posting. Think of  it like a uniform. Use the same colors, fonts, 
and style for your photos, videos, and graphics so your audience can 
recognize you instantly.
       If  your content is informative, fun, exciting, real, and inspires 
FOMO (fear of  missing out), then it’s good!

USE YOUR INSIGHTS
All business Instagram and Facebook accounts (and you should be a 
business account!) provide insights that track your reach, engagement, 
and growth. You can find Instagram Insights where you find your set-
tings, and your Facebook insights in the Facebook Business Suite.
       Instagram and Facebook are tracking your highest-performing 
posts for up to two years. You can filter those insights by likes, com-
ments, reach, follows, website clicks, and more! Decide which metric 
is most important to you and use those top-performing posts in that 
category as a framework moving forward. For instance, my insights 
tell me that I gain a lot of  followers when I post pottery painted with 
houseplants or cacti. I will paint more pieces like those and post them 
in the future to help with my growth.

HASHTAGS
Relying on your audience to comment on and share your posts is not 
enough to see real reach. You must use hashtags on your Instagram 
posts. Keep a list of  core hashtags for the industry (#pyop, #painty-
ourownpottery) and local to you and your studio. Once you have core 
hashtags, experiment with ones relevant to the post you’re making. 
Hashtags like #cute, #fun, #art, or #painting are too often used, 
therefore too large to benefit you—your post would be quickly buried. 
Instead, stick to more targeted hashtags. If  you are sharing a planter 
with a cactus painted on it, use #cactusofinstagram or #desertlife.
       Notice I have not mentioned Facebook posts when discussing 
hashtags. Facebook does not rely on hashtags like Instagram does. 
Users can search Facebook by typing targeted words in the search bar. 
Keep your hashtags for the ’gram.
 Once you have an understanding of  who your audience is and what 
they are looking for, you can easily produce branded content that will 
bring you new followers and customers. Just like exercise, it takes time 
to see growth and change on your accounts. Be patient. Take note of  
what is working and what is not. Most importantly, stay true to yourself  
and your brand. Don’t get too preoccupied with what other studios are 
doing. Social media is not one size fits all! Have fun and—as intimidat-
ing as it can be—just start posting. e

	 e Engagement is defined as any time a user likes, comments on, 
shares, or saves a post or story.
	 e Reach is defined as the number of  unique viewers who saw 
your post or story on each given day.
	 e Growth can simply mean more. More followers, more engage-
ment, more reach.
 In order to see real engagement and growth, you will need to 
audit your pages, define your audience, check your content, use your 
insights, and be strategic with hashtags.

AUDIT YOUR PAGES
Your social media pages need regular cleanings just like your studio! 
Go through your Instagram and Facebook pages to make sure they are 
looking and working like they should. Remove all out-of-date informa-
tion and update profile picture, bio/about, links, highlights, events, 
and cover photos. Updating any part of  your account signals to the 
algorithm that new information has been added and can be pushed out 
to your audience. Since the goal of  social media is to keep users on the 
app, you will always be rewarded for tinkering with your pages because 
it provides your audience with new posts to engage with, therefore 
keeping them on the app longer than they may have planned.

WHO IS YOUR AUDIENCE?
Facebook and Instagram provide a breakdown of  your audience, show-
ing location, age range, gender, active times, and more. Checking these 
insights helps define your audience, making it easy to understand what 
kind of  content, products, and workshops they are looking for.
       If  your ideal customer does not overlap with your current audi-
ence, start creating content for the customer you want to have and 
they will follow. Right now, my ideal customer looks a lot like me: 30ish, 
0–2 kids, interested in purchasing items or experiences that enrich 
their life with functionality or beauty. Knowing that type of  person helps 
me determine what products I will offer in my shop, and what kind of  
content they will enjoy engaging with.

WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY CONTENT?
Content is an umbrella term for what you are posting online. Your con-
tent should speak to your audience and serve your brand. The ultimate 
goal is to be posting content so dialed into who you are or what your 
business is that people can recognize your posts without having to look 
and see who posted.
       When you are consistent with your brand, you will be consistent 

Engagement, Reach, 
and Growth on Social Media
By Ammie Williams, @ammieyall

EEngagement, reach, and growth are buzzwords that find their way into every social media article and presentation. To grow you need 
reach, and to get reach you need engagement. What you need to achieve these social media goals is a basic understanding of  what 
they are and how to achieve them. 
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SUPPLIES
 12”x12” canvas
 Pattern
 Graphite transfer paper
 Pencil
 Large flat canvas brush
 Liner brush
 Small and medium round brush
 Water

ACRYLIC PAINT COLORS
       Golden Yellow  Light Blue Orange
 Teal Blue  Kelly Green Red
 White

Place pattern over the graphite transfer paper and trace the 
design onto the canvas.

With a large canvas brush, paint the background with 2 coats 
of  Golden Yellow for solid coverage.

Paint the stripes (not the thin lines) with 2 coats for solid 
coverage, beginning at the top: Light Blue, Orange, Teal 
Blue, Kelly Green, Light Blue, Orange, Red, Teal Blue.

With a small liner or round brush, paint a thin Kelly Green line 
between the Light Blue and Orange stripe and between the 
Red and Teal Blue stripe.

Southwest 
Sunset
Canvas 
Project

STEP
1

STEP
2

STEP
3

Paint a thin White line between the other stripes, except for 
the middle one.

Dip the handle end of  a paintbrush in White and add a dot-
ted line in the middle, between the Kelly Green and Light 
Blue stripes.

Paint a White outline around the whole shape with a liner or 
small round brush.

Dip a medium round brush into watered-down Orange. Paint 
along the outside edges, smudging and blending to give a 
halo effect around the inner design.

Let dry. Sign and date your masterpiece. e

T This project can easily be adapted to pottery painting.

The Pottery Patch Valrico, Florida

STEP
4

STEP
5

STEP
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7

STEP
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STEP
9



By Todd Hickerson, Mayco

SUPPLIES
 Textured mug (shown on Mayco Honeycomb Mug, SB-137)
 Soft fan brush
 Sponge

GLAZE COLORS
 Frosted Lemon (SW-169) Copper Jade (SW-130)

Begin with properly fired cone 04 stoneware bisque. With a 
fan brush, apply 3 coats of Frosted Lemon to the lower three-
quarters of the outside of the mug, avoiding the bottom.

With a fan brush, apply 3 coats of Copper Jade to the inside 
of the mug and roll over the lip to overlap with the Frosted 
Lemon.

Use a clean sponge to wipe any excess glaze off of  the 
foot.

Fire to cone 6. e
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Stoneware 
Honeycomb 

Mug

By Carmen Allen, Mayco

SUPPLIES
 Flared-bottom mug (shown on Mayco Hippy Mug, SB-134)
 Soft fan brush
 Sponge

GLAZE COLORS: 
 Raspberry Mist (SW-177) Muddy Waters (SW-179)

Begin with properly fired cone 04 stoneware bisque. With 
a fan brush, apply 2 coats of  Raspberry Mist to the entire 
mug, avoiding the bottom.

With a fan brush, apply 1–2 coats of  Muddy Waters to the 
top section of  the mug.

Use a clean sponge to wipe any excess glaze off of  the 
foot.

Fire to cone 6. e

STEP
1

STEP
2

STEP
3

STEP
4

STEP
1

STEP
3

STEP
2

Stoneware 
Hippy 
Mug

STEP
4



  

Using excess clay, make four dime-sized balls for the feet 
of  the dish. Shape these to your liking, keeping in mind that 
the top and bottom of  the feet should be flat. They can be 

pressed down for a disk shape or tapped in on all four sides for a cube 
shape.

Using a pin tool or toothpick, make 2 to 3 holes in the center 
of  the soap dish. Se sure to avoid the outer edges where the 
feet will be placed. 

Using a pin tool or toothpick, score the top of  the feet and 
the bottom of  the soap dish. Apply slip with a brush and join 
feet to dish. 

Lay the dish upside down to dry evenly. 

Once completely dry, fire to cone 06. Glaze in color of  choice 
and fire to cone 6. e

TO-GO KIT MATERIALS
 1 lb stoneware clay
 Template (see digital edition)
 Pin tool or toothpick
 Slip 
 Slip brush
 Glazes of  choice
 Other Materials
 Drop cloth
 Rolling pin
 Metal rib or plastic card 
 2 rulers or paint stirrers, 1/4” thick 

Place the clay between the rulers or paint stirrers and roll 
out a clay slab 1/4” thick.

With a metal rib or plastic card, compress the clay lightly.

Place the template on the clay and trace around it using a 
pin tool or toothpick to cut out the shape.

To-Go Kits: Handbuilt Soap Dish

STEP
4

STEP
1

STEP
3

STEP
2

STEP
6

STEP
5

STEP
7

STEP
8

CClay to-go kits can be a great addition to studio offerings. They provide a quick and fun activity for customers who otherwise may not be 
familiar with clay. This project is easy enough for a range of  ages and its minimal design allows room to add a personal touch.
      The studio provides clay, slip, brush, toothpick, and template with a choice of  traditional rectangle and rounded rectangle shape. 
Customers are recommended to have a drop cloth, rolling pin, and rulers or paint stirrers that are roughly 1/4-inch thick. The to-go kits 
also include a link to a step-by step video tutorial, and instructions for returning their project to the studio and choosing their glaze colors.

By Gleidymar Rivera, The Firestone Art Studio + Café, Manchester, Connecticut

See the See the 

digital edition digital edition 

for pattern and for pattern and 

more images!more images!



SUPPLIES
 Bisque: Coupe dinner plate
 Pattern
 Tissue paper
 Pencil
 Sharpie
 Small and medium round brushes
 Liner brush
 Chippy Craft Brush

GLAZE COLORS
 Yellow 
 Cream  
 Black
       Writer bottle in Golden Yellow

Place the tissue paper over the pattern and trace the 
design (including the dashed and solid lines) with a pencil. 
Position the tissue tracing on the bisque and retrace the 
design with a marker. (The marker will bleed through the 

tissue, transferring the design.) 

Starting with the inner stripe of  the bee body, paint every 
other stripe with 3 coats of  Yellow.

Paint the remaining stripes with 3 coats of  Black. Be sure 
to leave a small space between each stripe.

Paint the wings with 3 coats of  Cream. 

Using a liner brush, paint the space between the stripes 
and the outline of  the body with Cream.

Dip the tips of  a chippy craft brush in Black and paint from 
the outer edge of  the plate inward, creating a wispy dry 
brush effect.

Paint the dashed flight line with a Golden Yellow writer 
bottle.

Clear glaze and fire
to cone 06. e
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2
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What’s 
All the 

Buzz 
About?

The Pottery Patch Valrico, Florida



w e  a r e  c o n n e c t e d
C C S A  V I R T U A L  E X P E R I E N C E  ' 2 1

P L A N N I N G
W O R K S H E E T

Location and set-up: where am I
taking the classes?

Computer (NO tablets or phones)
Good internet connection

Minimal distractions

Studio, home or retreat?
Retreat: reservations/plans made?
Traveling? Start a supply list

Register for Convention by 8/1 
to receive the CCSA Swag Box

Supplies ordered by 8/22
to have them arrive in time

S E P T E M B E R  1 2 - 1 4 ,  2 0 2 1
L O G I N  T O  T H E  C O N V E N T I O N

www.CCSA2021.com

USERNAME: your email

PASSWORD: _________________________
You will choose your own password before you enter
the Convention site on the first day, Sunday, Sept 12

Notebooks and pens 

During Convention

Take photos and post them in the Convention forum
Spend time in Remo - and move around tables! Get to know new studio owners
Get involved in the live Q&A sessions - come with questions! 

Snacks, meals and drinks are
prepped and ready for Sun-Tues

After Convention

Fire all of the samples you painted, get them displayed and shared on social media
Assign the classes you didn't take to specific days/weeks on your calendar
Jot down your TOP takeaways - and what did your STAFF learn?

Sunday, noon: get ready for LIVE showcases featuring Gare, Bisque Imports,
Mayco and Chesapeake. Get your questions ready! 

Make appointments with suppliers 
as needed

THANK YOU

SPONSORS

GOLD

Gare

Mayco

Bisque Imports

SILVER

Chesapeake

SHARE your takeaways and favorite Convention moments on Chatter, #CCSA2021

Supplies: what do I have on hand?
What do I want to order? Refer to
the Planning Guide for more info

M O N D A Y

T U E S D A Y

Classes: what am I taking? 
M O N D A Y

T U E S D A Y

Technique sheets printed

Technique sheets printed

Watch the class preview videos and jot down questions to ask in the live Q&A

Watch the class preview videos and jot down questions to ask in the live Q&A

Computer and phone charger/batteries

Use the back of this page to write
lists, notes and questions

IDEA: Make two lists, one with action items to do immediately and the other,
projects to do over the next six months

http://www.CCSA2021.com






SOAP DISH TEMPLATE





www.colorobbia.it
www.facebook.com/ColorobbiaArt


www.facebook.com/ColorobbiaArt
www.colorobbiaart.it
www.facebook.com/ColorobbiaArt
www.colorobbiaart.it


A: 5384 Halloween Tree Light Up 12"H x 7"W • B: 5388 Squatty Pumpkin Light up 6.5"H x 8.25"W
C: 5381 Witches Lair Lantern 7"H x 4.75"W • D: 5383 Witch Hat Jack-O-Lantern 6"H x 5.25"W 

E: 4229 Witches Brew Mug 5"H x 4"Dia 16oz.
F: 5382 Squatty Pumpkin 6.5"H x 8.25"W  

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

www.gare.com
https://www.facebook.com/GareInc/
https://www.instagram.com/gareinc/
https://www.youtube.com/user/GareInc


A.

C.

NEW!

Gare home decor, in every nook and corner.
Item 5389 Gnome Hugging Tree Light Up 8.75"H x 8.75"W x 5.5"D

COMING SOON!

https://www.facebook.com/GareInc/
www.gare.com
https://www.instagram.com/gareinc/
https://www.youtube.com/user/GareInc


Our Not So BIGGY Line!
 
Just like Goldilocks And The Three Bears, when you 
need something that's "not too big" and "not too small", you 
need a Not So Biggy. Not So Biggys are the perfect size - sized 
between our standard size figures (approx. 5.5") and Biggys 
(approx.10"H) they are (approx.10"H) they are just right at around 7"H. This new line will 
not only add an additional price point for your studio, but it will also 
add a whole bunch-o-fun! These four Not So Biggys are available today!

Note: Our Not So Biggy line are not banks like our BIGGYS.

2”H 4.25”H 5”H 6.5”H 8”H 9.5”H

BIGGY
Not too big... not too small... just right.

gare.com
888-289-4273

questions@gare.com

mailto:questions@gare.com
https://www.facebook.com/GareInc/
www.gare.com
https://www.instagram.com/gareinc/
https://www.youtube.com/user/GareInc


www.bisqueimports.com
www.bisqueimports.com


MaycoColors.com

Trendy faceted shapes - now in mini-size!

MB-1564
Koala Facet-ini

MB-1563
Owl Facet-ini

MB-1565
Bunny Facet-ini

MB-1566
Fawn Facet-ini

FACET-INIS!
NEW!

https://maycocolors.com
https://www.facebook.com/maycopyop/
https://www.pinterest.com/maycocolors/_created/
https://www.youtube.com/user/maycocolors
https://www.instagram.com/maycopyop/


MaycoColors.com

BATIK CLASSBATIK CLASS
with Crista Toler at CCSA Conventionwith Crista Toler at CCSA Convention
Join Crista Toler to learn how to use a variety of Mayco 
glazes and a surprising household item to create a 
gorgeous autumn-themed batik design. Your customers 
love learning new ways to decorate pottery. By taking 
this class, you’ll have a technique they will want to use 
on multiple pieces and in multiple seasons!

https://maycocolors.com
https://www.facebook.com/maycopyop/
https://www.pinterest.com/maycocolors/_created/
https://www.youtube.com/user/maycocolors
https://www.instagram.com/maycopyop/


MaycoColors.com

And coming soon...
HOLIDAY POTTERY CAMP!

Don’t miss out on these opportunities!
EDUCATION EVENTS

Join Teddy for a FREE online workshop! Each 
month we’ll focus on one product line and 

demonstrate a new project. This event is open 
to both studio owners and their staff to learn 

more about Mayco products.

Every Tuesday at 1pm ET/12pm CT
Join Crista as she shares helpful tips for you 

and your studio on Facebook Live!
Expand on your product knowledge and 

join in on the creative conversations.

P R O D U C T  F O C U S

An Online Workshop

MONTHLY ZOOM

Are you looking to add Stoneware into your 
studio? Join Crista and Bre to learn the basics 
of Stoneware- now on demand! Watch at your 

convenience from the comfort of your own space, 
and get up and running with Mayco Stoneware!  
7 videos. +3 hours of content. Lifetime access.

with Crista Toler

Looking to go beyond the basics? Take 
your Stoneware knowledge to the next 

level with advanced techniques and 
projects at mid-range temperatures.  

ADVANCED

@maycopyop

VIEW ALL EVENTS JOIN THE COMMUNITY

LEARN MORE.

LEARN MORE.

LEARN MORE.

https://maycocolors.com
https://www.facebook.com/maycopyop/
https://www.pinterest.com/maycocolors/_created/
https://www.youtube.com/user/maycocolors
https://www.instagram.com/maycopyop/
https://www.facebook.com/maycopyop/
https://www.maycocolors.com/communities/events/
https://www.maycocolors.com/communities/creative-studios/
https://www.maycocolors.com/stoneware-camp-on-demand/
https://www.maycocolors.com/communities/events/
https://www.maycocolors.com/communities/events/
https://www.facebook.com/maycopyop/


MaycoColors.comFind this project and more online at

BLUE ELEMENTS PUMPKINS

INSTRUCTIONS 
• Begin with properly fired cone 04 bisque. Moisten a sponge and wipe bisque to remove any dust.

• Using the Soft Fan with EL-134 Mirror Blue, apply one coat to each pumpkin. Do not glaze the stems.  
Use a damp sponge to wipe off most of the glaze, leaving it only in the crevices.

• Using the Soft Fan with EL-136 Lapis Lagoon, apply two coats to the pumpkins. Allow glaze to dry 
between coats. Do not glaze the stems.

• Fire to cone 06.

• Using the Flat Shader with MM-105 Gold Metallic, apply two coats to the stems. Allow paint to dry 
between coats.

• Using the Flat Shader with AC-501 Gold Metallic, apply two thin coats to the stems. Allow paint to dry 
between coats.

SUPPLIES
Form
• MB-1567 Tall Knit Pumpkin
• MB-1568 Round Hammered Pumpkin
• MB-1043 Squatty Pumpkin

Color     
• EL-134 Mirror Blue
• EL-136 Lapis Lagoon
• MM-105 Gold Metallic
• AC-501 Gloss Brush-On Sealer

Decorating Accessories
• RB-144 #4 Soft Fan
• CB-308 Size 8 Flat Shader

Miscellaneous Accessories
• Sponge
• Water

http://maycocolors.com
https://maycocolors.com
https://www.facebook.com/maycopyop/
https://www.pinterest.com/maycocolors/_created/
https://www.youtube.com/user/maycocolors
https://www.instagram.com/maycopyop/


www.chesapeakeceramics.com
https://www.pinterest.com/chesceramics/
https://www.facebook.com/chesapeakeceramics/
https://www.instagram.com/chesceramics/?hl=en


www.chesapeakeceramics.com
https://www.pinterest.com/chesceramics/
https://www.facebook.com/chesapeakeceramics/


www.chesapeakeceramics.com
https://www.pinterest.com/chesceramics/
https://www.facebook.com/chesapeakeceramics/


Social Artworking® is the perfect way to enjoy a night out (or in) with friends and family.

Paint, Designs, Canvas & Supplies
All Available Exclusively From Chesapeake Ceramics

www.chesapeakeceramics.com
https://twitter.com/chesceramics?lang=en
https://www.linkedin.com/company/chesapeake-ceramics
https://www.pinterest.com/chesceramics/
https://www.facebook.com/chesapeakeceramics/


The SSX controller has 
an oversized capac-
itor that allows it to 
deliver power to the wheel head in 
a smooth, predictable fashion when 
you step on the foot pedal. This is 
particularly helpful when you are 
throwing at very slow speeds.

We help you make great things!

5 REASONS
Easy to Clean
Just twist and lift off the wheel head 
for full access to the splash pan. 

Continuous Duty Motors

Large 1 Piece Splash Pan

Heavy Duty Construction

Our 1/3 HP motor delivers more 
torque at the wheel head than the 
competitions 1 HP motor because it 
is rated for industrial use. No matter 
what anyone claims, our wheels will 
handle more clay.

Holds hours of trimmings. When you 
are done just pop off the wheel head 
and carry the whole pan, trimmings 
and all, to empty. Oh... and no leaks.

The shaft, wheel head, base and 
bearing block are the thickest and 
heaviest you will find. This wheel was 
designed by a Big Pot Potter who 
wanted to ensure stability.

Smooth as Silk

...for you to try a Skutt Wheel

Built in Splash Pan

Removable Splash Pan

Each splash pan style is available with your 
choice of a 1 HP, 1/2 HP or 1/3 HP motor.

Visit us at skutt.com for more information

www.skutt.com



